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Abstract
In the early 1980s, the member states of the European Community (‘the Ten’) extended their
foreign policy cooperation into the field of security and disarmament. They advanced a proposal for
a Conference on Disarmament in Europe within the framework of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe process. As disarmament was a preserve and priority concern of NATO, the
move engendered both competition and cooperation between NATO and European Political
Cooperation (EPC), i.e. the mechanism the Ten used to elaborate common positions. This article
analyses these dynamics by paying particular attention to the exchange of ideas between the two
forums. It also shows the key role of some West European governments in inspiring competition or
promoting cooperation between the two organisations, and the rationales and drivers behind their
action. The article proves that Cold War concerns played a key role in this regard: the will to
preserve European détente and the need to address domestic opinion critical of an escalation of the
East-West confrontation motivated their initiative in the disarmament field. At the same time,
concern that the Soviets might exploit divergences across the Atlantic prompted their attempts to
secure NATO’s cohesion and project a strong image of unity.
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Introduction
At the opening session of the Conference on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures and
Disarmament in Europe (CDE), French Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson declared, ‘France hoped
for this conference and proposed it. The ten members of the European Community have wanted it,
according to the principles presented in their statement of 20 November 1979’. Cheysson was
speaking on behalf on the ten member states of the European Community (EC), of which France
held the rotating presidency, to signal that in a key area of Cold War negotiations they had decided to speak with a single voice.

The CDE, which opened in Stockholm on 17 January 1984, was an integral part of the process engendered by the Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in 1975 and developed through periodic follow-up meetings. The CDE mandate had been agreed at the second of such meetings, held in Madrid in 1980–83; it called for a conference in two phases: the first (in Stockholm) would negotiate and adopt confidence- and security-building measures (CSBMs) designed to reduce the risk of military confrontation in Europe; the second phase would address disarmament measures. The CDE mandate specified that measures should be militarily significant, politically binding, verifiable, and applicable to the whole of Europe, that is Soviet territory up the Ural Mountains. The CDE concluded successfully on 19 September 1986. Its final document, which entered into force in January 1987, adopted such kind of measures and established, for the first time in the Cold War period, the right to conduct on-site inspections of military forces in the field.

That the governments of the EC member states had agreed to deal with military security issues collectively is already impressive. Even more striking is the fact that they launched an initiative in the field and strived to have it adopted. Military security is certainly a domain in which the EC can hardly claim a pioneering role. Officially, only the European Union (EU) created by the 1992 Maastricht Treaty has been provided with a Common Security and Defence Policy. The EC never had competence in these matters, and NATO enjoyed prerogative in the field for decades. Unsurprisingly, there has been to date no historical investigation of the interactions between the EC and NATO in this domain. The dominant narrative has it that the failure to create a European Defence Community and the consequential admission of West Germany into NATO (1955) put an end to attempts at forging a West European actor in the security/military domain; the idea would only re-emerge with the creation of the European Union in the post-Cold War era.\(^2\) This article demonstrates that this story is incomplete at best; the CDE initiative represents an evident foray into
a new domain of EC members’ cooperation.

Admittedly, their action did not unfold within the supranational framework of the European Community, but within European Political Cooperation (EPC), that is the intergovernmental mechanism for foreign policy coordination set in motion in November 1970. Several historians have explored the question of an EC role as a security actor, and devoted particular attention to EPC, but did not venture in considering military security aspects. This article contends that in the early 1980s the EC governments became pro-active as a group in the field of disarmament in Europe, the CDE being their signature initiative. It argues that Cold War concerns were the main driver behind their collective engagement in the matter. They were motivated by anxiety about the endurance of détente in Europe, the pursuit and promotion of which had been both at the core of their national foreign policies since the mid-1960s and the main and most successful chapter of their embryonic common foreign policy since 1970. At the same time, they were also driven by the need to counter pacifist movements and the risk of neutralist tendency the latter could promote in domestic public opinion. In addition, it is here argued that divergence with the US administrations on how to shape relations with the Soviets and the European order constantly nourished the EC governments’ determination to launch and uphold the CDE initiative. This article acknowledges that the CSCE constituted the framework where EPC’s Cold War policy was born and flourished, and maintains that EC governments were thus keen to have the CDE unfold within the forum that had proven so favourable to their unitary action.

The study of intergovernmental discussions leading to the final design of the CDE proposal and its inception provides an excellent case for analysing the EPC/NATO relationship. As disarmament was a central issue in NATO security strategy, the EC governments’ action engendered competition between EPC and NATO. At the same time, overlapping membership also made cooperation obvious between the two institutions; all EC member states but Ireland belonged to the Atlantic Alliance, and none of them aimed at marginalising NATO. This article analyses this set of
interactions by paying particular attention to inter-organisational exchange of ideas on disarmament and European security. It proves that EPC innovated in the field of disarmament, while NATO followed suit and eventually incorporated EPC ideas in its own policy. This study is also concerned with identifying the actors mainly responsible for encouraging competition and/or cooperation. Given the high politics nature of the case under scrutiny, the choice has been to focus on governments and high-rank individuals therein. In so doing, it demonstrates that inter-organisational dynamics also played a formative role in ‘high politics’ fields such as military security.\textsuperscript{4}

The focus on government representatives is also motivated by the intention to contribute a missing piece to the recent historiography of the West’s security policy in the 1970s and 1980s, which has much focused on their role. Understandably, most works dealt with SALT negotiations and Euromissiles – whether to analyse bilateral discussions or NATO debates, to reveal the origins of NATO dual-track decision, or to expose its domestic politics rationales.\textsuperscript{5} All these valuable studies invariably focus on nuclear armaments, and completely ignore the CDE proposal. Yet conventional forces imbalance in Europe, with the Soviet Union largely in a dominant position, was part and parcel of West European leaders’ fears of a possible decoupling between the United States’ and West Europe’s security. This article draws attention to this overlooked element of the European security conundrum and the related transatlantic debate.

The article, which bases its analysis on archival sources of EC institutions, NATO, and some member states, unfolds in three steps. It first summarises the security and disarmament negotiations situation at the end of the 1970s, and then offers two sections exploring, respectively, the dynamics of competition and cooperation between EPC and NATO on CDE-related discussions and their outcomes. Each section also highlights the action of specific governments and individuals therein in stimulating such dynamics. In the conclusion, the article offers an assessment of the patterns of interactions between EPC and NATO in which drivers and intended goals are highlighted.
Before moving to the analysis, it is necessary to clarify some features of the two organisations here under scrutiny. The North Atlantic Treaty of 4 April 1949 created a defensive alliance and equipped it with an institution – the (North Atlantic) Council – where member states’ delegates would meet promptly to consider matters concerning security and the implementation of the Treaty. By the mid-1970s the Council met in permanent session: weekly at national representatives level, twice per year at foreign ministers level (sometimes accompanied by defence ministers), and on an ad hoc basis at heads of state and government level. The Alliance’s integrated military structure was created after the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950, which raised the alert about Soviet intentions. The term ‘NATO’ has since been used to identify both the Alliance’s political apparatus and the military integrated structure. While accepting this use, this article will highlight the difference between the political and military branches whenever necessary.

EPC worked on the principles of ‘maximum informality, a commitment to consult but no legal obligation under any circumstances to agree, maximum exchange of information, the attempt always to create consensus and a common view’. It had been conceived and set up as a separate entity from the European Community to deal with high politics issues without the constraints of Community rules and institutions’ competence, but it was a tool of EC members. Moreover, the EC Commission became increasingly involved, and in 1981 the EC foreign ministers adopted the London Report that formally recognised the EPC/EC connection. EC member states called themselves – and were called by others – ‘the Nine’ in the years 1972–1980, then ‘the Ten’ after Greece joined the EC in January 1981 (and so on). So does this article on occasion.

**Security and disarmament in Europe in the late 1970s**

From NATO’s inception to the early 1960s, Western security strategy had been conceived in terms of the traditional balance of power; the adversary being seen as expansionist, only political and military strength would hold it in check. Things changed after mutual suspicions had brought the world on the edge of nuclear war during the Cuban missiles crisis in 1962. With the adoption of the
‘Report on the Future Tasks of the Alliance’ in 1967, the so-called Harmel Report, NATO committed itself to combining military defence with détente; security could be enhanced also by involving the adversary in activities aimed at relaxing tension and by avoiding misconduct in mutual relations. The Harmel Report also called for allies’ studies about possible disarmament and practical arm control measures. Six months later, in June 1968, the North Atlantic Council ministerial meeting in Reykjavik issued an appeal to the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies for negotiations on Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction in Europe (MBFR).

To be precise, the appeal was issued by the countries participating in the NATO Defence Programme, that is all members but France. Although part of the North Atlantic political organisation, France had left the integrated military command structure in spring 1966 and never participated in NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group. The withdrawal had been the last and most dramatic step in President Charles de Gaulle’s roadmap to regain France independence in the field of defence, which was instrumental to political assertiveness, after his failed attempts to redress the balance within NATO, which he felt dominated by the Americans. By the mid-1960s France had acquired its own nuclear capability – the Force de Frappe – built to retain independence in the event of a major threat and as an insurance policy in case the United States would not defend Europe. Subsequent governments maintained this peculiar status of France in NATO and its independent defence policy.

NATO’s call for force reduction talks fell on deaf ears, but had a revival when the Warsaw Pact proposed the convening of a conference on European security in March 1969. Western assent to the latter was conditioned to agreements on Ostpolitik treaties, Berlin, and German-German relations, and the opening of the MBFR talks. The latter were conceived to maintain the existing level of security while reducing its costs, and were of major importance for the Nixon administration’s effort to handle domestic pressures for unilateral reduction of troops in Europe. Consequently, the White House bargained bilaterally with the Kremlin, and agreement to launch both negotiations in
parallel was indeed reached at the Moscow summit of May 1972. The MBFR talks opened in
January in Vienna between Warsaw Pact members and NATO states minus France, where President
Georges Pompidou upheld de Gaulle’s legacy.\textsuperscript{14}

The other NATO European members had shown less enthusiasm for the MBFR than the
Americans; in addition, they had asked for the topic of military security to be included in the CSCE
agenda. Those member states with no troops on the Cold War front in central Europe feared that the
MBFR talks could harm their security interests; consequently, they advocated a clear link between
these negotiations and the CSCE, in which they would participate with full rights. Italy, Norway,
Greece, and Turkey had clearly expressed this view.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, the EC governments shared a
latent yet growing mistrust of their American ally. The Italian and the German governments were
most worried by the possibility of the unilateral withdrawal of US troops; they thought that an
established MBFR–CSCE link would give the US Congress tangible evidence of the Europeans’
williness to negotiate arms reduction and help forestall unilateral decisions. The Belgian, Dutch,
and Luxembourg governments were afraid that their voice would be unheard in bloc-to-bloc
negotiations, where the superpowers would obviously play a leading role and marginalise small
allies. The British government, traditionally very sensitive to Benelux concerns of this kind, also
preferred to give more room to the CSCE, which assured a greater involvement of minor powers as
well as neutral European countries, i.e. Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria, whose governments
tended to side with the West in multilateral negotiations.\textsuperscript{16} The neutrals had indeed expressed the
intention to bring to the CSCE some proposals on military aspects of security, and asked to link
MBFR and CSCE negotiations.\textsuperscript{17}

NATO discussions about MBFR and CSCE revealed the deterioration of European governments’
confidence in the US administration. At the root of their unease was a sense that the White House
was increasingly considering the international scenario in the light of its relationship with the
Kremlin, and that it was prepared to subordinate the interests of its allies to it. The US-Soviet
agreement on the limitation of strategic arms (SALT) signed in May 1972 had accentuated the doubts on the US willingness to contemplate the use of nuclear weapons in case of conflict in Europe in a situation of strategic parity with the Soviet Union. Moreover, the US withdrawal from Vietnam and the anxiety to ensure a swift solution to the conflict had exacerbated suspicions, always present in West European capitals, that the Americans would be prepared to sacrifice their allies if they saw it fit with their national interest. In late November 1972, UK Defence Secretary Lord Carrington wrote to Prime Minister Edward Heath about ‘a more specific fear that the Americans may have actually reached secret agreements with the USSR on matters like MBFR which are of legitimate concern to NATO as a whole’.¹⁸ Most EC leaders felt this growing sense of superpower condominium over their heads and had a neat perception of diverging interests across the Atlantic on several issues; this strengthened their determination to agree on common foreign policy within EPC.¹⁹

Arguably, the determination of EC governments to propose confidence-building measures in Europe was born in the mid-1970s in reaction to NATO’s MBFR talks, motivated by European governments’ shared sense of marginalisation in European security matters. The idea of negotiating these measures was not original or exclusive to EPC, though. As already mentioned, representatives of the neutral European countries had already advanced some hypotheses during bilateral discussions that preceded the CSCE.²⁰ All European countries thought that confidence-building measures would defuse situations such as military manoeuvres and movements of the adversary camp that, though ordinary, could engender suspicion and lead to dangerous pre-emptive action. Most EC governments favoured these measures also to discourage intimidating display of force and increase the political cost of Soviet interventions in Eastern Europe à la Prague 1968.²¹ The coordinated efforts of the delegations of the EC countries and of neutral and non-aligned states succeeded in adding a specific item on such measures to the CSCE negotiations agenda.
The MBFR talks entered an impasse quite soon after the start in January 1973, mainly because the two opposing parties proved unable to agree on the actual force levels on both sides. By contrast, the confidence-building aspect of the CSCE had better fortune. The Final Act contained a series of modest measures designed to reduce the ‘dangers of armed conflict and of misunderstanding or miscalculation of military activities which could give rise to apprehension’. The document also encouraged voluntary notification of smaller scale military manoeuvres, major military movements, and the invitation of observers to manoeuvres. In the course of the next years, both sides observed the compulsory elements of these provisions fairly rigorously, but the Warsaw Pact proved reluctant to engage on the voluntary notifications. The CSCE follow-up meeting in Belgrade (4 October 1977 – 8 March 1978) failed to agree on any development, due to renewed superpowers tensions, and stalemate in disarmament talks did not promise any better. This grim situation triggered the CDE proposal.

**Competition between EPC and NATO**

From a formal point of view, the CDE proposal was French; it was tabled in the Madrid CSCE follow-up meeting on 9 December 1980 by the French delegation on behalf of its government. It then received immediate backing from the delegations of France’s EC partners, and support from NATO non-EC allies, with the exception of the United States. More substantially, though, the CDE proposal was a key feature of the EC governments’ common CSCE policy, approved by the EPC ministerial meeting in November 1979. Only after this EPC imprimatur was the proposal subjected to NATO endorsement. In addition, the latter did not rule out EPC engagement on the initiative; EPC remained both a key forum for detailed discussions on the matter and the most committed actor sponsoring the disarmament conference at the Madrid CSCE follow-up meeting.

The French origin of the CDE is almost obvious. According to Veronika Heyde, the deployment of the Soviet SS-20 missiles and ensuing debate on nuclear weapons negotiations convinced President Giscard that France could no longer ignore disarmament talks. In the spring of 1977 the president
asked the experts of the *Centre d'analyse et de prevision* (the equivalent of a Planning Staff) to elaborate a proposal that would meet French security requirements. The core of French experts’ considerations was that French nuclear forces should not be included in disarmament negotiations, and that Soviet superiority in conventional forces was a major threat to European security. Consequently, France should only participate in disarmament negotiations involving Soviet ‘European’ territory and forces. The French experts conceived the idea of a general conference on disarmament in Europe with an initial focus on confidence-building measures as an alternative to the MBFR talks, which the French government did not attend and saw as fatally flawed. First, MBFR focused on too small an area of Central Europe to be military significant; second, it was concerned with reductions in manpower while neglecting the most threatening element, i.e. the concentration of powerful conventional weaponry in Europe; third, it tackled the problems in the wrong order by seeking to accomplish the most difficult task of reducing forces before building mutual confidence, which the French considered the essential preliminary step.

Less evident are the reasons why EC partners joined in advocating a new initiative that would overlap the MBFR talks, and agreed to promote it under the aegis of EPC rather than as a new NATO-sponsored proposal. The 1957 Treaty of Rome creating the European (Economic) Community did not deal with security and there had been no full-scale attempt since to broaden the scope of the Community’s competence to include defence. However, since the early 1970s the EC governments had started to develop a joint security concept through EPC. Since the latter’s inception, most governments had pointed out that security concerns would not be excluded from foreign policy discussions and deliberations; sure enough, EPC dealt with security issues within the scope of the CSCE. The Helsinki Conference was a tremendous learning-by-doing experience that strengthened EC governments’ cohesion as a group and trained them in forging a common policy. They were successful in their endeavour, and recognised by the other CSCE participants for their unitary and effective action, which also continued in the ensuing process. It should not come as a
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It was in this context of Cold War tension that French President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing personally presented the idea of a two-phase CDE at the UN General Assembly’s special session on
disarmament in May 1978. Soon after, he had a memorandum circulated to all CSCE states. Western allies and neutral countries were lukewarm about the proposal, while the Soviets resolutely rejected it. In the course of the following months, the French diplomacy worked through bilateral relations to promote the CDE idea. Eventually, the French agreed to explain their proposal to the NATO Council, at a special meeting convened on 9 November 1978.³⁵ The French representative gave a thorough presentation, and did not shy away from questions. All delegates expressed satisfaction at France’s decision to take an active role in the disarmament sphere, and declared their intention to study the proposal farther.³⁶ While in the special meeting the emphasis had been on security, at the next NATO Council ministerial meeting in December, Foreign Minister Jean François-Poncet made explicit the détente rationale underpinning the proposal.³⁷

President Giscard also briefly expressed the CDE idea at the secret Western Four-Power summit in Guadalupe on 5–6 January 1979, where leaders ‘engage[d] in an important exchange of their still-evolving personal viewpoints’ on nuclear weapons negotiations, NATO strategy, and European security issues.³⁸ British Prime Minister James Callaghan showed perplexity for a conference involving thirty-five states, and concern that a CDE would sharply diminish any hope of reaching an agreement in the MBFR talks. US President Carter questioned whether the French proposal was cosmetic or really aimed at achieving disarmament. West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, on the contrary, came out strongly in support of Giscard, praising the French intention to return to multilateral discussions on disarmament.³⁹ The CDE, however, was not a matter for the informal and frank discussions that summitry embodied at the time.⁴⁰

The French government, unwilling to lose control on its idea and to see it turned into a bloc-to-bloc tool, delayed detailed discussions within NATO until late 1979. Nonetheless, the French delegation to NATO would continue to give the Council progress reports on the initiative and listen to Allies’ comments.⁴¹ By contrast, it immediately started consultations with EC partners in EPC.⁴² All partners demanded that a link should be established between the CDE and the CSCE, while the
French proposal at the time envisaged gathering the same participants but in a parallel *ad hoc* framework. The British underlined the need for such a link even during Anglo-French politico-military talks. The idea was that the socialist bloc’s well-known interest in ‘military détente’ and disarmament offered a leverage to put pressure on their regimes to apply Final Act provisions and adopt new engagements in the field of human contacts/rights. On the contrary, the pursuit of military détente in a forum completely detached from the CSCE process would severely weaken the latter and deprive the West of one of the few valid tools to gradually change socialist regimes. Interestingly, this concern had been first expressed in the above-mentioned NATO special meeting by several diplomats; the Canadian delegate, in particular, had wondered whether it might be worth presenting the proposal for examination at the next CSCE meeting in Madrid, but the French representative had decisively excluded this option. The idea was voiced in NATO, but EPC made it its own and changed the French attitude. The CDE proposal entered the ‘report on the strategy of the Nine before and during the CSCE meeting’ prepared by the EPC’s CSCE working group; the report was submitted to the Political Committee for discussion, and eventually entered the agenda of the EPC ministerial meeting of November 1979. The latter fully endorsed the CDE idea and made it an official objective for the next CSCE follow-up meeting. It is noteworthy that the ministerial communiqué presented the CDE as the Nine’s approach, and only at the end did it refer to taking into account ‘the various considerations which inspired the proposals made by France in May 1978’. Changes had indeed occurred. In the public statement the EC foreign ministers also listed the key CDE’s features on which they had agreed:

‘meaningful confidence-building measures in the military field. These should be verifiable, applicable to the European continent as a whole and such that, by contributing to the improvement of the security of States, they will create conditions leading later to a process of arms control and reduction within the same geographical framework.’
Studying the origins of the CDE proposal thus shows that its main features were not determined by the NATO allies in Ankara in June 1980, as argued by scholar John Freeman, but were rather discussed and agreed upon by the EC governments in EPC meetings in the first instance.

Furthermore, NATO’s support of the CDE proposal did not rule out EPC engagement. Although detailed discussion of possible measures, which unfolded from early 1980 onwards, took place largely in NATO committees, EPC continued its work. Irish neutrality could theoretically serve as an explanation, since the republic was a member of EPC but not of NATO. Still, it does not provide an adequate justification; the Irish could have given ‘external’ support to a ‘NATO’ proposal in Madrid negotiations, just as other like-minded CSCE participating states. The EC governments’ choice not to delegate to NATO was rooted in their willingness to keep control of the pursuit of such an important goal. As will be demonstrated below, the EC member states were first of all motivated by the determination to preserve détente in Europe and secondly concerned about domestic opinion’s attitude towards pacifism. In addition, they all acknowledged the existence of deep-seated differences with Washington in relation to both the conduct of East-West relations and the meaning of détente. Even the new British government led by Margaret Thatcher since May 1979, though adopting a vigorous anti-communist rhetoric and increasing the defence budget, unambiguously stated its intention to ‘persevere without respite in attempts to improve relations between East and West’, and considered defence and détente as ‘inseparable’. It also regarded the CSCE, in particular, as an important and useful forum for East-West dialogue.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan on 26 December 1979 reinforced the EC governments’ belief in their approach to European relations. The invasion proved the Kremlin’s striking ability to mobilise troops of more than 100,000 soldiers within very short time for use at the border with the Asian country; it could do the same for use at the European border. Initiatives aimed at defusing tension and preserving détente, namely the CDE and the CSCE, became even more important. All EC states’ representatives explicitly expressed this view at the NATO Council meeting discussing the
Allies’ CSCE posture after the Afghan crisis. The representatives of Italy and Denmark affirmed their governments’ intention to continue and, if possible, consolidate the détente process, and hence to strengthen the viability of the CSCE as a framework for contacts and negotiations between East and West. The German added that it was not in the West’s interest to add to the crisis potential in Europe. The Belgian and the French diplomats pointed out that the CSCE provided the West with useful tools to influence Soviet policy in the political security, economic and humanitarian fields. All refused to turn the Madrid meeting in a forum for polemics.\(^5\)

The view was very different in North America. The Canadian representative to NATO questioned the wisdom ‘to continue the policy of détente – of which the CSCE was the most institutionalized expression – without coming to an understanding with the East on its application’, and suggested that ‘it might be more appropriate to demonstrate that détente was not an irreversible process’.\(^5\)

The worst reaction came from the Americans. The Carter administration was outraged by the Soviet move and reacted harshly, including sanctions. 1980 was a year of presidential campaign and both candidates self-fashioned themselves as hawks against the Soviets. After the election of Ronald Reagan, whose opposition to the CSCE had been explicit, the EC governments worried that, once in office in January, the new president might withdraw the US delegation from the Madrid meeting, which opened on 11 November 1980. At the following NATO Council ministerial meeting on 12 December, EC foreign ministers Hans-Dietrich Genscher (Germany), Emilio Colombo (Italy), Lord Carrington (Britain), Charles-Ferdinand Nothomb (Belgium), and Christoph van der Klauuw (Netherlands) frankly expressed their support for the CDE proposal and the importance to attain its mandate at the CSCE. Both détente and security were at stake, because the European Soviet territory was, in the words of Genscher, ‘the very area where breaks of confidence are possible’.\(^5\)

At the NATO Council meeting of 23 January 1981 convened to discuss the strategy and objectives for the second phase of the Madrid CSCE, the representatives of the EC governments reminded their colleagues that ‘the Allies had undertaken to support the French proposal’ for a CDE and, in
the word of Dutch diplomat van Dongen, ‘should do their utmost’ to support it at Madrid. The Europeans meant to put pressure on the new US administration, which ‘had not yet formulated its policy to regard to this proposal’.

Reagan did choose continuity, and on 16 February 1981, the head of the US delegation to the CSCE, Max Kampelman, announced that his government supported in principle the CDE proposal. Yet the combination of a strong stance on human rights with Reagan’s confrontational rhetoric toward the Soviet Union did not augur well.

Domestic concerns also nourished this urge to decouple Europe from the intensifying superpower discord. No West European governments underestimated the necessity to maintain an adequate level of armed forces and nuclear weapons in place to dissuade Soviet aggression. Good parts of the West European population, though, had grown weary of the arms race; they denounced superpower struggle, actively protested ‘nukes’, and demanded disarmament accords. In various degrees, all West European governments had to take domestic opinion into account when devising their security and defence policy. This pressure was comparably light in France, where the anti-nuclear sentiment was rather weak and mostly addressed at superpowers’ arsenals rather than at national weapons.

The problem was acute for those governments that had accepted to station new US nuclear missiles on their country’s territory following NATO’s ‘dual-track’ decision of December 1979 and were facing quite vocal and large anti-nuclear movements. This was certainly the case of Belgium, Italy, West Germany, and Britain, whose governments did not spare diplomatic efforts to remind the Americans that the other ‘track’ of the NATO decision concerning disarmament negotiations should also be implemented. An initiative such as the CDE came in handy.

Finally, EC governments’ unitary action in the disarmament field was nourished by their continual discussions on how to forge a European Union. Whether as part of such an ambitious programme for deeper integration (Belgium, West Germany, and Italy) or simply as a pragmatic step on its own (Britain, Denmark, and Ireland), the idea to improve EPC was shared among the governments of the
EC member states. In particular, the idea of broadening its scope to security and defence was gaining momentum. National positions varied along the spectrum, from the negative Dutch view that ‘real defence issues should be reserved for NATO and excluded from political co-operation’ to German Foreign Minister Genscher’s bold public statement that a common European foreign policy should include co-ordination on defence. Italian Foreign Minister Colombo held very similar views. The Italo-German interest in pushing the integration process farther was the driver of the Genscher-Colombo initiative the same year, which proposed, among other things, to extend EPC’s competence to matters of defence. However, the Italian government, like most other EC partners, would do nothing that could put the commitment of the US government to European defence at risk, especially at a time of apparent transatlantic strains. Likewise, the Belgian government cautioned that any broadening of the EPC’s scope should avoid weakening the Atlantic Alliance. The Thatcher government was more open-minded, and Lord Carrington endeavoured throughout his mandate to put EPC on a stronger footing. Although considering defence and disarmament ‘primarily the business of NATO’, he thought it just natural that EPC should discuss both subjects, as they were part of ‘important questions of foreign policy’ that EPC had been entitled to discuss since its inception. He called for a pragmatic improvement of EPC mechanisms and scope so as to achieve effectiveness and assure rapid reaction, especially in case of international crises. So it was; on 13 October 1981 the EC foreign ministers approved the London Report on European Political Cooperation. The scope of EPC was not expanded to defence, though; Ireland’s insistence on its neutrality requirements prevented such a bold change of mandate. The London Report only stated that political cooperation included political and economic aspects of security, hence formalising the existing habit. In doing so, however, it confirmed the policy-making role of EPC, with obvious implications for the consultations in NATO. The same Irish government was clearly committed to strengthening EPC’s role; on a number of occasions, it recalled ‘that “the Ten” and
“the West” were not synonymous terms to be used interchangeably’, and that ‘the Ten should not be treated as a sub-group within a broader western grouping’. 68

By 1981, the EC governments had consulted closely on aims and tactics for the Madrid CSCE, and were pressing for reaching multilateral agreement on the CDE proposal; they defended it with determination not only against the Soviets but also vis-à-vis the US administration, whose stance at Madrid hardened in response to the worsening of the Polish crisis. 69 The Thatcher government was particularly supportive of the CDE proposal, as it had grown disillusioned with the MBFR talks. 70

Lord Carrington was concerned that European public opinion might get the feeling that their governments were putting obstacles to possible discussions on disarmament. 71 Remarkably, in the early 1981 the CDE was mentioned for the first time in the UK Defence estimates, and referred to by the Defence Secretary John Nott as ‘an important proposal concerning security in Europe’. 72

The Soviets had accepted the CDE proposal as a basis for discussions. By early 1981, they had agreed in principle that CDE would apply to the whole European part of the Soviet Union, but had requested that the West would extend the confidence zone accordingly. However, provisos remained unexplained. On 31 March 1981 the delegations of neutral and non-aligned states tabled a draft concluding document that, among other things, proposed the extension of the area of application of the future CDE to ‘adjoining sea and air space’ of the participating countries. The Western delegations were unhappy with the draft. The NATO Council ministerial meeting of 29 April agreed that NATO experts should elaborate a counterproposal for a formula on the CDE’s geographical area of application. 73

In mid-July 1981 the NATO Council agreed on such a formula. The EPC Political Committee hoped that this would suffice to clinch agreement on CDE and enable the Soviets to make progress on all outstanding issues in Madrid. However, the North Americans posed preconditions to Western approval of the CSCE final document. Both the US and the Canadian governments made their consent dependent on the approval of the proposal for an experts’ meeting on human rights and of
certain measures in the humanitarian field (Third Basket). The Canadians were long-time hard-liners in this field; Foreign Secretary Mark MacGuigan had given a passionate statement on the subject at the May 1981 NATO ministerial Council in Rome, concluding that ‘human rights cannot be sacrificed for the sake of the military aspects of security’. EC governments had usually been more pragmatic and anyway opposed to experts meetings on these matters, as their volatile nature could not substitute for strong operational language in the CSCE final document; they were certainly not willing to jeopardise the CDE deal for the sake of such an initiative. The EC governments instructed their delegations in Madrid accordingly, and their stance did not go unnoticed in NATO. In the course of his farewell speech at the end of his service to NATO in 1981, Canadian Counsellor G. J. Smith said he was ‘concerned that the strengthening of the political cooperation process of the Community was leading the Ten to give less weight to what took place in the Alliance’. This was in his view ‘a regrettable trend and one which he hoped would not develop far’. Five days later, the US administration decided to throw in some weight. Given that the UK held the EC rotating presidency at the time, US Secretary of State Alexander Haig sent a personal letter to Lord Carrington in which he praised cohesion and teamwork on finding a formula for the CDE area, but pressed hard on giving priority to human rights issues. He unequivocally stated that, as important as the CDE was, the US administration could not agree to it without balancing progress on human rights; accordingly, the action of US ambassador to CSCE, Max Kampelman, who vocally demanded progress on human rights provisions, had his ‘strong personal support’. The Soviets rejected the proposed NATO formula for the CDE geographical zone, and delegations in Madrid agreed on a summer recession until late October. As NATO consultations over the recession period did not help to reach agreement on a new NATO formula, the German permanent representative to NATO, Hans-Georg Wieck, gave a working lunch in Brussels on 12 October to discuss pending divergences. EPC political directors, heads of Madrid CSCE delegations, and
NATO ambassadors from the United States, France, Germany, Italy, and the UK were present. The discussions focused on the two main bones of contention between the Americans and the Europeans, namely the interpretation of the phrase ‘adjoining sea and air area’ in the area of application for the CDE, and the balance in the CSCE final document. The US permanent representative insisted on specifying that ‘adjoining sea’ meant territorial waters only, whether the French proposed a ‘functional approach’ that would allow to include any activity at sea or in the air that was linked with activity on the land in the scope of the CDE measures of notification. As for the second pending question, Kampelman stated that the Americans would not accept a satisfying deal on the CDE if it were not accompanied by satisfactory results on human rights. In response to Kampelman arguing that there would be no balance without adequate progress on the both elements, British Political Director Julian Bullard said that the American approach was paradoxical: even if the West got agreement to a CDE on Western terms, it would still insist on demanding equally important concessions from the Soviets on human rights. In his view, the logic of balance implied that satisfactory results on the CDE should pair with reasonable language on the human right dimension that could be acceptable to the Kremlin. When Kampelman warned that the political situation in Congress should be taken into account, the British delegate urged the Americans ‘not to try to solve their domestic political problems by creating a domestic political problem for [the] Europeans’. He also affirmed that he ‘hoped the Americans would not try to suggest that a human rights experts’ meeting was more important than a CDE, or that if we got what we wanted on CDE, it would be held up until we got agreement on an experts’ meeting on human rights’. 78

The position of the White House on human rights had hardened in parallel with the worsening of the internal situation in Poland, where the conflict between the authorities and the Solidarity movement was starting to escalate. Given the US government’s stonewalling attitude, the EPC ministerial meeting of 13 October 1981 – the very next day after NATO working lunch – discussed
the CDE issue in detail. Lord Carrington stated that ‘the CDE was a prize for which the Ten should press hard. It would be some time before the TNF and SALT discussions produced any results and agreement on a CDE could be important for European public opinion.’ German Foreign Minister Genscher suggested that unresolved problems of the mandate should be referred to the EPC Political Committee, a proposal to which French Minister Cheysson readily agreed. This clearly showed that the foreign ministers of the EC’s most powerful countries considered EPC coordination very valuable and aimed at presenting a common front vis-à-vis the Americans and in NATO consultations. EPC also forged a common position on the question of ‘balance’ in the final Madrid document, establishing that the latter should contain a CDE on Western terms and reasonable – not maximalist – language on human dimension. When the CSCE Madrid meeting reconvened on 27 October, the opening statement given on behalf of the EC Ten explicitly stated their ‘positive interest’ in the initiation of ‘the negotiation of an arms control regime of openness concerning the disposition of major military formations throughout Europe.’ The statement also conveyed their annoyance at the length of negotiations on the matter, and the intention of concluding ‘our much protracted meeting’ by the middle of December. Otherwise they might ‘regretfully have to draw the necessary conclusions from the continued lack of agreement.’

This position had been agreed within EPC only, as a specific tactic of the Ten. There was indeed a clear lack of agreement across the Atlantic on this issue, as the US government maintained that options should be kept open for the moment. When Kampelman called again on the British, the latter explained that ‘the Ten were in complete agreement’ that they faced a ‘political need’ to convince the public opinion ‘not to flirt with unilateralism’, and that this ‘was a strong argument for getting something out of Madrid on the CDE.’ The Americans complained that ‘public discussion of options should be avoided’, and made clear that ‘they hoped the European Council would go no further than reaffirming its desire to secure a substantial and balanced concluding document by Christmas’. The British government’s opinion was very different. It thought that ‘the Americans
[we]re using the need to avoid publicity (on which we can all agree) as a pretext for preventing the
Ten taking a clear view now before discussions in NATO'. The UK position was that EPC should
not abandon its decision and should give ‘a clear lead to delegations by the beginning of
December.’ The Europeans would ‘of course’ consult their Allies ‘as soon as possible after the
[European] Council meeting’.

Coming from Washington’s traditionally closest ally, this says much about EC governments’ keenness to speak as one and achieve their goals.

Disagreement with the White House on priorities and tactics became even stronger after the Polish crisis reached its climax with the imposition of the martial law in the country on 13 December 1981. Reagan’s hardened stance against the Soviet Union, which included sanctions and refusal to continue negotiations, put the CSCE – and the prospects of CDE – in jeopardy. The history of the transatlantic clashes over the Polish crisis has been adequately covered in recent archive-based literature. It will suffice here to remind that even Thatcher, who enjoyed the closest personal relationship with the US President, was furious at his unilateral action and outraged that sanctions would intentionally hit West European allies’ firms. In early November 1982 Reagan yielded and eventually agreed to resume discussions at Madrid; however, he hardened his requests on human rights provisions. In this deeply exacerbated climate, the governments of the EC member states fought even harder to reach an agreement on the CDE proposal. The German government was particularly vocal on this point. In autumn 1982, Genscher authored an article in which he specifically praised the CDE’s potential to make the military activities in Europe more transparent and help to dispel the fear of a surprise attack and the danger of unintentional escalation. During a visit to Washington in April 1983, Chancellor Helmut Kohl stated that Western European governments attached vital importance to reaching agreement on the CDE.

The EC member states eventually achieved their goal at Madrid. The difficult relationship with the Reagan administration during the last months had put a strain on transatlantic relations, but had strengthened West European cohesion. EPC had proved able to act as a competitor to NATO,
despite the latter’s heavyweight credentials on security issues. As a matter of fact, the EC
governments did not just promote and defend the CDE proposal, but also closely concerted
common tactics and drafts for the CDE preparatory meeting in Helsinki, which took place from 25
October to 11 November 1983. The assessment of their performance at this preparatory phase
praised EPC’s work and emphasised the positive and autonomous role that the Ten collectively
were able to play within CSCE-related multilateral fora.

**Cooperation as the complementary dimension of EPC-NATO interaction**

Competition between EPC and NATO never ruled out cooperation on matters related to the CDE.
This cooperative stance started with the NATO Council final communiqué of December 1979
endorsing the French idea as ‘a basis upon which to continue developing their approach in this field
to bring about such a conference’ at the forthcoming Madrid CSCE meeting. Arguably,
cooperation between EPC and NATO could work well also without the participation of the United
States. The US administration had kept a reserved position, which the closest allies attributed to
both latent scepticism about the CDE and concern that the latter might undermine MBFR
negotiations; then the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan strengthened US reserves, which affected the
whole CSCE exercise. Soviet and American postures helped to rally the other NATO allies’ support
to the French proposal. The Portuguese representative said that the events in Afghanistan ‘must not
cause the basic CSCE objectives, and particularly the quest for détente, to be abandoned’. The
Turkish diplomat was even more vocal: the Ankara authorities regarded ‘the quest for détente as the
essential precondition for security and stability in the world’; maintained that the Madrid meeting
would serve a useful purpose; and called the Allies to ‘resist the temptation to use Madrid as a
means of getting even with the Soviet Union’. He emphasised that his authorities attached the
greatest importance to the military aspects of security discussed at Madrid and to the French
proposal for a CDE; so did the Norwegian representative.
The coordination between NATO and EPC had been a delicate affair since the inception of the latter. The CSCE had been mostly an EPC affair; the cohesion of the EC governments had provided the foundations for the Western positions in the Helsinki CSCE and then at the review meeting in Belgrade in 1977–78.\(^1\) Non-EC NATO member states had generally accepted this situation, but had shown considerable sensitivity over matters in which the Alliance had a clear interest and which were also subject of concurrent consultation in EPC, such as Afghanistan and preparations for the Madrid CSCE. As already mentioned, most EC governments, while keen to use EPC to elaborate and then assert unitary positions, were also careful to avoid damage to the Alliance. They thus resolved to take the other NATO allies’ sensitivities into account. This proved useful for strengthening the CDE proposal, for instance its provisions for the passage from CDE phase 1 on CSBMs to phase 2 on disarmament. In mid-1980 the French still insisted that this should be automatic; several allies, though, were concerned that the Soviet would have no need to agree on substantial results on CSBMs, as they would get anyway to the disarmament phase, which interested them most. The Norwegians put forward the idea that CDE Phase 1 results should be evaluated at the next CSCE follow-up conference after Madrid, and only in the light of that assessment should a final decision be taken on whether to call a CDE Phase II.\(^2\) Espoused by other delegations in the following months, this idea became part of the CDE proposal – and eventually of the CDE mandate agreed at Madrid.

The pattern of consultation at the Madrid CSCE meeting changed as well in favour of more punctual NATO coordination. The main reason, though, was that military and security questions, where NATO expertise was necessary, had a larger place in the negotiations. Since the start of the Madrid CSCE in autumn 1980, the basic unit of coordination on site was the ‘Group of 16’ (NATO plus Spain, which was close to become a member), which did not include the Irish. However, continuing the practice established at earlier meetings, the group of the Ten met before the scheduled meetings of the NATO caucus. Consequently, the delegations that belonged to both
groups spent about four hours a day on Western coordination activities. Coordination at Madrid allowed, for example, for solid backing to the French proposal both in the security basket negotiations and in the plenary sessions at a time when five proposals on a disarmament conference or military détente had been tabled, respectively from Poland, France, Yugoslavia, Romania and Sweden. The Polish proposal was the least attractive to Western governments, not only because of its imprecision but because it did not appear to require the prospective conference to take place within the CSCE. It evidently was intended to decouple the military aspects of security, which interested the socialist bloc the most, from the other humanitarian and other aspects of the CSCE that were so troublesome to the socialist regimes. NATO members thought that the West should confront Eastern propaganda proposals on ‘military détente’ with a concrete and ambitious long-term programme for security discussions in Europe. Their solidarity in backing the French proposal had not been undermined by the ‘almost total silence’ of the US delegates – in 1980 the Carter administration was not in a position to commit its successor (Reagan’s) to supporting the CDE. The Norwegian delegation had been very effective in attacking the Swedish proposal; the Norwegian representative criticised it for failing to grasp the nettle of the geographical parameter (Soviet territory up to the Urals), for bringing nuclear weapons into the picture, which would make things much more complicated, and for not linking phase two of a CDE to approval of phase one’s result by the CSCE follow-up meeting. In substance, the Norwegian diplomats had firmly defended the key parameters of the French CDE proposal.

Caucus meetings of delegations in Madrid were thus a key vector enhancing cooperation between EPC and NATO. Cooperation was also facilitated by structural similarities of the two organisations: the machinery for political consultation was very similar, with the array of working groups feeding into a political committee which then reported to the NATO Council meeting at the level of permanent delegates (‘political directors’ in EPC), ministers or, occasionally, heads of government. EPC used to meet before and after NATO meetings; this way, EC members’ NATO delegations
were fully informed of EPC discussions, positions, and agreed proposals and equipped to advance them; likewise, detail of NATO discussions fed back into EPC.

The most important factor behind EPC/NATO cooperation, however, was the continuous work of bridge building and persuasion carried out by some European governments towards the US administration. Not only national sources, but also verbatim and summary records of NATO meetings held in NATO Archives give sound evidence of the fact that US stance on East-West relations and human rights were the main source of tensions within the Alliance; the US attitude clearly emerges as the EC governments’ point of concern and annoyance in EPC discussions.

National archival sources show that several West European representatives strove to reconcile divergences between the US and European governments. The main rationale behind these efforts was that a deep split between the United States and Western Europe would change the Soviet perception of the Atlantic Alliance in a way that could only damage Western Europe’s security.

The first to seek cooperation at the transatlantic level on the CDE proposal was the French president. Since the Guadalupe summit, Giscard had showed keen interest in increased coordination between France and NATO, and the US administration was treating the French ‘with complaisance’. This friendly attitude went so far that by early 1981 officials in the British Foreign Office had ‘the uncomfortable feeling that there is more communication between the Americans and the French about these [defence] problems than between us and the Americans’. The strength of the allies’ backing for the CDE proposal in Madrid owed much to the French recognition that they needed the support of both European and Alliance partners if they wanted the CDE proposal to take off.

Indeed, the French idea only became a solid proposal after it had benefited from NATO expertise. In the preparatory phase for the Madrid meeting, the NATO working group quickly became preoccupied with technical considerations of individual measures linked to the CDE; it decided that the UK government should put forward a clear set of objectives which would make it possible to
construct a coherent set of CSBMs. The British paper, circulated within NATO in March 1980, defined the goals as reducing the risk of surprise attacks, enhancing warning time in periods of tension, and preserving at an adequate level the Alliance's freedom to react to threatening events. The emphasis was deliberately on the military objectives of the CSBMs, as the UK experts agreed with the French view that measures emerging from a CDE should be military significant. The German, Danish, and Norwegian delegates tended to put equal emphasis on the political objectives of increasing openness and mutual confidence. After intensive debate the working group submitted a report to the NATO Council in July 1980. The agreed set of objectives involved compromises on all sides, but the French probably gave in most. This reflected the fact that the original French package showed a considerable ignorance of both allied military practice and the measures put forward by the West in MBFR covering similar activities. The NATO expertise filled this void and made the CDE proposal stronger by conceiving a package of CSBMs that was clearer, simpler, and with more military “bite” than the one originally conceived by the French.  

The French also played an important role in October 1981, when, less than a fortnight before the CSCE would reconvene from summer recession, NATO still could not agree on a new formula on CDE area of application pertaining ‘adjoining sea’. The Director of Political Affairs at the French Foreign Ministry – Jacques Andréani – sent a message calling for urgent consultations to the opposite numbers in US, British, and German governments, soliciting a common effort ‘to reach a common position which could then be presented, with the customary safeguards, to our other partners in the Alliance.’ The accompanying text summarised existing divergences and exposed possible options, and was ‘intended to expedite progress towards such a solution’.  

This cooperative attitude is particularly important given the change at the helm of French politics: Socialist leader François Mitterrand had been elected president of the Republic in May 1981, and the new government counted two communist ministers.

Most of the work aimed at facilitating reconciliation with the US administration was done jointly by
the French, British, and West German governments, in particular by their foreign ministers. Together, they tried to either bring the US administration to agree on European positions or at least prevent it from being in the way of European goals. This was mainly the case throughout 1981, during the months of arm-twisting on the questions of defining the CDE geographical zone of application, interpreting the ‘adjoining sea’ phrasing, and deciding the appropriate tactics at the CSCE negotiations.\textsuperscript{99} When agreement could not be reached due to the American unwillingness to yield on the question of territorial waters, the three West European governments coordinated their position. They proposed that all NATO countries’ delegations should adopt a ‘self-denying ordinance’ on not defining the meaning of ‘adjoining sea’ at the Madrid negotiations, with the aim of projecting Alliance cohesion vis-à-vis the Soviets.\textsuperscript{100} It also occurred that all the NATO members’ representatives ‘ganged up’ – both in NATO and at the CSCE – to put pressure on the Americans, whose unwillingness to abandon their interpretation of the ‘adjoining sea’ clause eventually annoyed everyone in the Western camp.\textsuperscript{101} The French ‘functional approach’ of including sea forces linked with operations on the land proved flexible, convincing and safer for NATO security interests, and very likely to meet the acceptance of the other CSCE participants.

The British were much involved in facilitating NATO cohesion and building bridges across the Atlantic, a role they had historically played. Fundamental in this case was their sincere appreciation of the CDE proposal. The FCO’s Defence Department considered it ‘likely to make a positive contribution to security in Europe, as well as providing valuable political counter to the East’s propaganda proposals on military détente’.\textsuperscript{102} The British government firmly maintained that any European disarmament conference should adopt the essential features of the French proposal. Yet, in order to give the CDE chances of success, it was ‘important to have US on board’, and British representatives promoted these ideas in the many bilateral contacts they had with the Americans on CDE-related issues.\textsuperscript{103}
Likewise, the German government considered that security questions would represent the central issue in the CSCE process and saw the continued participation of Canada and the United States as an essential element; ‘in the field of arms control and disarmament the Soviets should be given no opportunity to create a split between the European and the North American Allies’. The German government also proposed concrete measures to foster closer cooperation across the Atlantic. Already in 1980 Genscher had suggested to convene informal meetings of the NATO foreign ministers to discuss high politics issues without a set agenda and without the usual array of civil servants. Such meetings were eventually agreed upon, and NATO foreign ministers gathered for the first informal gathering at the beginning of October 1982 in Montreal. Even before that, the Germans had convened in Bonn a NATO Summit on 9–10 June 1982 to lay the groundwork for an overall Alliance strategy for the 1980s. Within the latter’s scope, the Document on Arms Control and Disarmament affirmed that Western proposals offered the possibility of substantial reductions in conventional forces in Europe, as well as of confidence-building measures covering the whole of Europe. Accordingly, MBFR and CDE were coupled in NATO’s overall strategy, signalling that the EPC initiative had become part of the Alliance’s set of policies in the field.

Cooperation on the CDE became established by the end of 1983, in view of the actual CDE negotiations due to open in January 1984. NATO foreign ministers reviewed the various proposals that had been developed so far in the field of CSBMs and of certain aspects of security and disarmament. The Final Communiqué of the North Atlantic Council of December 1983 recognised the CDE as ‘an important part of the CSCE process’ and providing ‘new possibilities for increasing security throughout Europe’. It announced that the Allies would table ‘a comprehensive package of concrete measures’, were ‘resolved to negotiate actively’, and that ‘[a]s a sign of their determination’ ministers would themselves attend the conference.

Seven days in the CDE in Stockholm, NATO countries’ delegates jointly tabled a package of six confidence- and security-building measures that eventually came to define the substance of the
negotiations. These provisions built significantly upon the Helsinki confidence-building measures: they lowered the notification threshold from 25,000 to 6,000 soldiers involved in a manoeuvre; lengthened the period of notice required from twenty-one to forty-five days; provided for mandatory invitation of observers; and prescribed verification by on-site inspection. The NATO package was designed to provide greater transparency in military activities in Europe, reduce the chances of miscalculation, and hence build confidence and enhance stability.

At the CDE, NATO was the natural forum for coordination, since military expertise and the advice of military authorities and experts was paramount. The nature of the CDE negotiations meant that EPC played a less important role than at other CSCE meetings. EC governments continued to discuss CDE-related questions in EPC, primarily in the broader political context of East-West relations and with regard to the links between the CDE and the other elements of the CSCE process. At the same time, they valued cooperation within NATO as an essential asset to achieve results in the CDE negotiations.

Conclusions

The analysis of the debates about the CDE initiative has shed new light on the relations between EPC and NATO in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the field of East-West relations, particularly on its military security aspects. It has demonstrated that the CDE proposal and its main features had clear origins in the EPC framework, that NATO followed suit to endorse the proposal and provided the expertise necessary to flesh it out and integrate it with NATO’s overall military strategy. It has also showed that NATO endorsement did not rule out EPC engagement. Quite the contrary, EPC remained the most committed actor sponsoring the CDE proposal at the Madrid CSCE meeting.

Overall, this article has evidenced clear patterns of competition and cooperation between EPC and NATO. Present since EPC’s inception in 1970, both forms of interactions became more substantial
and visible a decade later. A certain degree of competition characterised the relationship between NATO and EPC since the latter’s early days, as both organisations engaged in preparing common positions and proposals for the Helsinki CSCE. Moreover, the heads of state and government of the EC member states had initiated EPC to try to speak with a single voice in the realm of foreign policy, and never excluded that EPC could discuss security matters – though strictly military security and defence were carefully avoided.

The competitive relationship between EPC and NATO intensified in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when, following a raise of Cold War tensions, EPC started to discuss the military security aspects of East-West relations more regularly and thoroughly. Competition deepened when EPC took the initiative in defining a concrete approach to disarmament policies for Europe, namely the CDE idea. In so doing, the governments of the EC member states consciously pushed EPC to venture into NATO’s domain. They were motivated by the willingness to preserve détente in Europe, which they conceived as a process aimed at gradually overcoming the Cold War order, from the superpowers’ renewed confrontation; the concern with public opinion’s proclivity to neutralism; and the willingness to use the strength of the group (the EC-Ten) to avoid being marginalised as individual medium and small powers. Moreover, the EC governments’ resolve was continually nourished by growing mistrust towards the US administrations, annoyance at the latter’s increasing unilateralism in East-West matters, and awareness of divergent interests across the Atlantic. The main trigger for competition between EPC and NATO thus lay in the complicated relationship between the governments of the EC member states and the United States administrations when security, cooperation, and détente in Europe were at stake. It is possible to affirm that all EC governments were responsible for competition dynamics, as they all shared the above-mentioned rationales. It is noteworthy, though, that the Thatcher government was very much part of this cohort, qualifying the commonly projected image of harmonious views between the British prime minister and US President Reagan.
EPC’s competition with NATO is evident not only in EPC taking the initiative in the field of disarmament in Europe, but also in the fact that it led the way at the Madrid CSCE. In particular, tactics and priorities agreed within EPC were rarely altered after NATO consultations, and sometimes applied straight to CSCE negotiations without prior coordination with the other NATO allies.

Cooperation was also present in principle since the beginning, given NATO’s competence, which no West European governments questioned, and the dual membership of all EC member states but Ireland in EPC and NATO. However, cooperation really took off after EPC had elaborated a clear draft mandate for the CDE and CSCE negotiations had started. At the Madrid CSCE meeting the NATO caucus was much more active than the EPC group; this was partly because EC governments took into account the resentment of the other NATO members at being presented with detailed positions already agreed among the Ten, and primarily because NATO expertise was necessary in negotiations on military and security questions. However, a fundamental driver behind EPC’s effort at promoting cooperation within NATO, which all governments shared, was the need to preserve Atlantic solidarity and project Western cohesion at times of strained transatlantic relations and high East-West tensions. A weakened NATO would serve neither West European security nor détente, which were top priorities of EC governments’ foreign policy. Some governments stand out for their efforts to build bridges within NATO and towards the US administration in particular: the British, the German, and most remarkably, the French. Not only did they act via bilateral channels, they also coordinated their action in secret tripartite consultations. Cooperation within NATO was paramount in drafting military measures proposals, and in actual CDE negotiations later on.

Finally, a stronger EPC had also a positive effect on NATO’s cohesion and own consultations mechanisms, as NATO came to emulate EPC structures and practices. Moreover, NATO ultimately embraced EPC’s disarmament initiative as an Alliance flag policy; proposed in July 1987 at the Vienna follow-up meeting, this became eventually the Treaty on Conventional Forces in Europe
(CFE), signed in November 1990.

Finally, the CDE case shows that the Cold War continued to push EC governments towards broader and more effective foreign policy coordination in EPC. It thus confirms recent Cold War historiography’s argument that the EC member states collectively (whether as supranational EC or by means of EPC) played a key role in shaping East-West relations since the early 1970s. This article also adds to recent European integration historiography that argues in favour of considering the 1970s and early 1980s as a constructive period of the integration process: it contributes to showing that non-supranational forms of close cooperation flourished between EC governments, and enhanced their international visibility as a close-knit group (“the Ten”). Ultimately, this nourished third countries’ perception of an EC’s international role, as the subtleties of EPC/EC relationship were neither evident nor explained to them. As a matter of fact, Cheysson’s speech at the CDE opening session referred to ‘the ten members of the European Community’, not to EPC.
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